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1. INTRODUCTION 
Over the last few years, the variational approach as been used in surface design. The underlying 
idea is to govern the smoothing of a surface by means of a variational principle. This is similar to 
the way in which cubic B-spline curves are governed by the squared curvature functional (cf. [1]). 
There are two procedures: 
(1) to obta in  the extremals  direct ly from a certain Lagrangian (see, e.g., [2-7]), and 
(2) to solve the associated PDEs,  i.e., its Euler-Lagrange quat ions (see, e.g., [8,9]). 
The essential  features of the squared curvature functional are its invariance propert ies.  It  is 
parameter - invar iant ,  and it is invariant under rigid motions. These propert ies get t rans lated 
into similar propert ies  for the extremal  curves, which explains why the method is so valuable 
in computer  aided geometr ic design (CAGD).  It  is for this reason that  most of the funct ionals 
proposed for the two-dimensionM case also enjoy the same invariance propert ies.  
It  is the main goal of this paper  to classify the Lagrangians defined on the second jet  bundle 
of surfaces in Eucl idean 3-space which are parameter - invar iant  and also invariant under r igid 
motions. The basic result states that  these Lagrangians are s imply arb i t rary  differentiable func- 
t ions of the mean and Gaussian curvatures of the surface. As a consequence of this result, we 
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conclude that the variational principles studied in surface modelling are based on the simplest 
Lagrangians of this class. This explains why such Lagrangians have appeared in the past and, 
more importantly, why no essentially new models can ever appear. 
The proof of our basic result in Section 3 has only been sketched. In fact, the actual calculations 
get very awkward (they were performed using Maple V), so we have only indicated the final result. 
2. VARIAT IONAL APPROACH TO 
SURFACE SHAPE OPT IMIZAT ION 
2.1. Pre l iminar ies  
We consider parametrized surfaces immersed in R 3, i.e., a : U -+ }(3, a(u, v) = (x(u, v), y(u, v), 
z(u, v)), defined on a connected omain U c_ R 2. We shall deal with properties of a which depend 
on the first and second derivatives of the coordinates x, y, z. Hence, we introduce the jet bundle 
j2 j2(R2 ' ](3). We denote by .2 (u, v) c U. -- 3wcr the 2-jet of the surface a at the point w = 
The coordinate system induced on j2 from (u, v), (x, y, z) is written as x~, . . . ,  z~ (2 × 3 = 6 
coordinates) for first-order partial derivatives and Xuu,. . . ,  z,~ (3 × 3 = 9 coordinates) for second- 
order partial derivatives. Therefore, dim j2 __ 2 + 3 + 6 + 9 = 20. A second-order Lagrangian 
function depending on an arbitrary parametrized surface is a differentiable function 
L(u, v; x, y, z; xu, xv, y~, Yv, z~, z,; x~u, . . . ,  Z,v) 
defined on j2. For more details on jet bundles, we refer to [10, I. Section 3]. 
2.2. Invar iant  Var ia t iona l  P rob lems 
Let a be a surface defined on a connected, compact domain D C R 2 whose boundary is a 
regular closed curve 0D. The functional associated to a given Lagrangian L is 
£(v~) =/D (L o j2a) du A dv. 
This functional is said to be parameter-invariant if for every planar domain D ~ and every 
orientation-preserving diffeomorphism ¢ : D ~ -* D, we have 
D' (L o j2 (a  o ¢)) ¢*(du Adv) = /D (L o j2a)  du Adv. 
The functional is said to be invariant under rigid motions if for every rigid motion f : ]~3 _., ~3  
preserving the orientation, we have ~( f  o a) = ~(a) for every surface a. 
2.3. Examples  
A basic example of a Lagrangian whose associated functional is both parameter-invariant and 
invariant under rigid motions is the area element of a surface, that is, 
4 / Xu Yu 2 • Yu Zu 2 • t Zu Xu 2. 
A 
Y Xv Yv Yv zv I zv xv 
The integral fD A( j la )  du A dv is just the area of the surface a, and hence, it is independent of 
the parametrization or spatial position of the surface. 
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Two further examples are given by the Gaussian and mean curvature of a surface: 
K= 
XuU3jv Yuu Zuu XVVxv Yvv Zvv Xuv Yuv Zuv 2 
Xu Yu Zu Xu Yu Zu-  Xu Yu Zu 
Yv Zv Yv Zv Xv Yv Zv 
[(r,,. ru)( rv ,  rv) - (ru" rv)2] 2 
H = 
(ru • ru) 
2Cw, Yvv Zvv 
Xu Yu Zu 
Xv Yv Zv 





z~ + (r~ • rv) 
Zv 
Xuu Y~,u zuu 
Xu Yu zu 
Xv Yv Zv 
2 [(ru'  ru ) ( r . ,  rv) - (ru" rv)2] 3/2 
where we have used the notation r = (x, y, z). Here, K and H define the Lagrangian densities 
(KA)  du A dr, (HA) du A dr. 
Since the Gaussian and mean curvatures at a point depend only on the shape of the surface (and 
not on the way it is parametrized or even its orientation in space), the integrals of KA and HA 
are also parameter- invariant and invariant under rigid motions. 
REMARK. As we shall see in the next section, the importance of these three examples lies in the 
f~ct that  they are the fundamental examples of second-order Lagrangians which are parameter- 
invariant and invariant under rigid motions. We remark that, in fact, the only second-order 
Lagrangians are KA and HA, since A is of first order. From the point of view of surface design, 
the Lagrangians KA and HA are much more interesting than A; in the one-dimensional case, 
the latter corresponds to the arc-length functional (whereas K and H correspond to squared 
curvature-type functional), and it is well known that  geodesics--the xtremals of arc- length- -  
are much more rigid than spline curves- - the xtrenmls of squared curvature - in  applications to 
CAGD. 
It is worth mentioning that  the Lagrangian provided by the thin plate potential energy, i.e., 
(H 2 +(1/2)(1 -#)K)A  (where # > 0 is a physical constant) is the simplest homogeneous quadratic 
function of K and H (see [4,5]). 
3. THE CLASS IF ICAT ION THEOREM 
~I'HEOREM. Any second-order Lagrangian L depending on a surface in 1R 3 whose associated 
functional is parameter-invariant and invariant trader rigid motions can be written in the tbrm 
L = f (K ,H)A .  
PROOF. Let a : U --~ R 3 be a surface. As a is an immersion, we have Ir~l 2 + [rv] 2 > 0, and for 
almost every surface we can assume 
o(x,y) 
o(u, v) # 0. 
Hence, in considering parameter-invariant Lagrangians, we can confine ourselves to surfaces 
parametrized by u = x and v = y. Accordingly, we write the Lagrangian function as L(x, y; z; 
z,,zv;Zxx,Zxy,zuu ). As A > 0, we can express the Lagrangian as L = f -A ,  where the area 
element is now given by 
A = i l  + z 2 + z 2. 
Tile invariance under rigid motions is then given by imposing 
/D (Lc J2 ( f  °cr) )df l  Adf2 = JD (L° j2a)  dxAdy '  
for every planar domain D, every surface (7 of equation z = z(x, y), and every direct isometry 
f = (fx, f2, fa) : R a --+ R a, where we set ~(x,  y) = f i(x, y, z(x, y)), i = 1, 2, 3. As the domain D is 
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arbitrary, we  can  conc lude  (Loj2(foa)) dfl  Ad f2  ----- (Loj2(7) dxAdy,  and  this can  be rewritten as 
(Lo j2( f  oo) )a*(dfl Adf2) = (Loj2a) dxAdy, that is, (j2a)*(j2 f )* (LdxAdy)  = (j2cr)*(L dxAdy) 
for every surface a and every direct isometry f .  Hence the differential forms ( j2 f )*(Ldx A dy), 
Ldx  A dy should differ in a contact form, i.e., 
( j2f)* (L dx A dy) - L dx A dy = 70 A (dz - zz dx - Zy dy) 
+ r h A (dzx - Zzx dx - z~:v dy) + r/2 A (dzv - z=v dx - zu~ dy), 
where ~i, ~ = 0, 1, 2, are some differential 1-forms. If we substitute an isometric flow ft for f ,  
then by taking derivatives, we obtain 
Lx(2) (L dx A dy) = 40 A (dz - zx dx - Zy dy) + 41 A (dzx - Zxx dx - zzy dy) 
(1) 
+ 42 A (dzy - Zzy dx - Zyy dy), 
where X (respectively, X(2)) is the infinitesimal generator of the flow ft (respectively, j2ft). 
The generators of the Lie algebra of rigid motions are the translations o o and ~zz and the Ox ~ by, 
x o rotations around the three axes, Z = z (~)  -Y(~z),  Y = z (° )  - z ( ° ) ,  and Z = y(~-%) - (~) .  
Invariance with respect o the translations just means that L does not depend on x, y, z. Moreover, 
a computation (too long to be included here) using contact ransformations onjet bundles yields 
8 0 0 8 
- z=z~=--  - (1 + z~) X(2) = z--~y - Y-&z oz~ Oz~ 
0 0 
- (2z=z~y + zyz==)~z~ ~ - (z~z~,~, + 2z~,Zx~,)a~xv - 3z~,ZyyOz~,y, 
a o -O+zb a o 
y(  ~ ) = z ~ - x -57  z -5-i7z. - z~ z~ OZy 
0 (2ZxZ~ + zyz=x) 0 
o 
- 3z~z~x Oz=x ~ - (ZxZyy + 2zyz=,,)Oz,,~' 
0 0 0 0 0 
z(~) =y~ - ~ + z~-~z x - z~-57 + 2Zx~z = + (z~ - ~=) ofi_ _ 2Zx~ o_ OZxy OZyy " 
Substituting fA  for L in equation (1), we obtain 
Of  Of ZyZxx) ~ O~f + (ZxZyy + 2ZyZ=y)~z~y + 3ZvZyy O"-~yy -- O, z=zy-a--- + (1 + z~) + (2ZxZxy + Of Of 
OZ x ~Zy OZxx 
(1 + z~) ~Of _ Z=Zy--OZyOf + 3z=z~= Oz==Of + (2ZxZ=y + ZYZxx) ~O-~fOZzy + (z=zyy + 2ZyZxy)~zyyO: = O, 
- + 2z~z = + ( z~,  - z=)  - - o 
This is a homogeneous linear system of PDEs on the five-dimensional domain of the coordinates 
z=, zy, z==, zzy, Zuu. Its rank is 2 on the umbilical surfaces, that is, on the hypersurface of the 
above domain given by K = H 2, and 3 on the complementary open dense subset. Taking into 
account hat the curvatures 
_ z 2 K = ZxxZyy xy H = Zxz (1 + Z2y) + zyy (1 + Z2x) - 2ZzZyZx, 
(1 + z~ + z ~]2'y, 2 (1 + z~ + z2) 3/2 
are functionally independent first integrals of the above system, FrSbenius' Theorem lets us 
conclude the proof. 
REMARK. As a consequence of the above theorem (and the fact that K and H are second-order 
quantities), we can also conclude that the only first-order Lagrangians which are parameter- 
invariant and invariant under rigid motions are those of the form AA, with A a real constant. 
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